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My main question: 
"Why are we not all generating art all the time 

now?"

In Summer 2021, it seemed to me that within 6-8 months, (prompt-based) 
generative art would become the main pastime of everyone in America
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Questions

What are the roles of…

● spontaneity & inspiration
● method & process
● purpose/intentionality & control
● communication
● emotion (joy, anguish,…)
● personal style

…in artistry?

(visual art, music, poetry, novels,...)



"foil"
for human creativity

"4. a person or thing that contrasts with 
and so emphasizes and enhances the 
qualities of another"

Etymology: The word foil comes from 
the old practice of backing gems with foil 
to make them shine more brightly.



Two potential "partners" for human creativity
du Sautoy: A.I. Guthrie: Holy Spirit

"Review of The Creativity Code: Art and Innovation in the Age of AI by Marcus du Sautoy" by S.H. Hawley, 
Perspectives on Science and Christian Faith, 72:1, p.52 (March 2020) .

https://www.asa3.org/ASA/PSCF/2020/PSCF3-20BookReviews.pdf#page=2


du Sautoy: A.I.

"To pass the Lovelace Test, an algorithm 
has to produce something that is truly 
creative*. The process has to be 
repeatable…and the programmer has to be 
unable to explain how the algorithm 
produced its output." 

*creative: new, surprising, and of value.

“[f]or a machine to be deemed truly creative, 
its contribution has to be more than an 
expression of the creativity of its coder or the 
person who built its dataset.” 

Guthrie: Holy Spirit

..as Surprise-Bringer: "What is more, the 
spirit also brings about new and altogether 
unexpected states of affairs."

The Gift-Giving Spirit: "'These…spontaneous 
and temporally limited gifts [are] conferred on 
individuals for the whole people.' In the same 
way the Spirit gives gifts to the church…" 

Two potential "partners" for human creativity



Plato: the divine (in Ion)  vs. Guthrie: Holy Spirit
"This is the common ground between the Platonic and postmodern accounts…: 
both present a fundamentally competitive 'theology' with respect to human action.  
Where the transcendent is active, the human artist is inactive.  Where the human is 
at work, the transcendent cannot be expressed." 

"What is far more troubling is that, by stripping the artist of her voice, both Ion and 
postmodern critical theory offer an account of the arts that is ultimately 
dehumanizing."

"The Christian doctrine of the Holy Spirit is not only other than the vision of both Ion 
and the postmodern, it is the antidote to Ion and the postmodern."

Removing human agency?



For A.I., 

This was my word for the random noise 
initialization of models, which the neural 
network then learns to remap.

"Taming":  NN learns to transform the 
probability distribution of the noise spectrum.

Guthrie: The Defeat of Chaos

"...we could say that inits remembered past, 
in its expected future, and in the presence of 
Jesus Christ, Christianity tells the story of the 
defeat of chaos."

chaos:  formless void  "tohu wabohu"

"The modern sublime suggests that form 
cannot contain what is ultimate. The 
postmodern sublime says that form is a lie in 
a world of chaos.  The New Testament, 
however, asserts that in Jesus Christ the 
infinite has indeed taken form….(1 John 
1:1-2)."

"Taming Chaos"



History: Generative Art Games

Mozart: Musikalisches Würfelspiel Lisa Aschmann (former astrophysicist!)



History: Intentionality, Process

Sunset Over the Adriatic (1910)
by a donkey named Lola

Blue Poles (1952)
by Jackson Pollock

Near-worthless (once discovered): "One of the masters of 20th Century Art":



Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs)

Image credit: Dev Nag

Noise

https://medium.com/@devnag/generative-adversarial-networks-gans-in-50-lines-of-code-pytorch-e81b79659e3f


A few GAN applications

thispersondoesnotexist.com StyleGAN3

homework in my DL class

https://thispersondoesnotexist.com
https://chrisdonahue.com/wavegan/
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1Ee4jOWAiSYeS8UXe-YZesdrqVaB93rtM/preview
https://github.com/drscotthawley/DLAIE/blob/main/Assignments/A4_GANs.ipynb


Contrastive Language-Image Pretraining (CLIP)
(OpenAI)



CLIP+...

Image credit: SH+Dev Nag

C: Captioner

a dog riding a 
scooter wearing a 
cowboy hat

P: Prompt
a cat on a 
motorcycle wearing 
a bowler cap 

(GAN)

Noise

https://medium.com/@devnag/generative-adversarial-networks-gans-in-50-lines-of-code-pytorch-e81b79659e3f


Preface: Follow…
Katherine Crowson, @RiversHaveWings 

Ryan Murdock, @Advadnoun
Mario Klingemann, @quasimondo

…others 

Also, cf. https://aiartists.org/generative-art-design

"CLIP+VQGAN"…art Iʼve generated:



"The Dance Macabre"

Gallery:                                        (my IG: @xaltint)

"Ansel Adams, trending on Artstation" "The Grumpy Cat Nebula"



Gallery:                                        (IG: @xaltint)

"Hogwarts; daguerreotype" "mel-spectrogram of electric guitar sound" "The Great Wave off Kanagawa,
in Chocolate"



Gallery:                                        (IG: @xaltint)

"Action figures performing a Shakespearean play;  diorama;  depth of field;  medieval"





John 
Berkey

Salvador 
Dali

Edvard 
Munch

Frank
Frazetta

Cave 
Art

Banksy Rembrandt ???

Gallery: "Here is your pizza" (IG: @xaltint)



We can easily appropriate interpolate 
between them…

Picasso Vermeer …To varying 
degrees

I'm so 
original!

All slide templates appropriated from dbt Coalesce 2021!

More interesting/problematic: 
Use artists who aren't household names…

https://coalesce.getdbt.com/


Gallery:                                        (IG: @xaltint)

"Hope Amid Loneliness; in the style of 
Caspar David Friedrich"

"Peruvian market, in the style of 
Leonid Afremov"

"Hi James how's it going? in the style 
of Odilon Redon"

Confession: These artists' names & life's works became mere commodities to me.

https://www.belmont.edu/watkins/faculty-staff/index.html


My main question: 
"Why are we not all generating art all the time now?"

https://www.artbreeder.com/
https://app.wombo.art/


Generative Music

● Folk-RNN
● Tools from Google Magenta
● OpenAI's JukeBox
● …DadaBots!
● The AI Song Contest

https://magenta.tensorflow.org/demos/


DadaBots!

"Relentless Doppelganger"

Harnessing JukeBox

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1Ck4fBkZ9PKGm9osoSiaP0Ms80poH-NmY/preview
https://dadabots.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MwtVkPKx3RA


Related to Main Question: 
Why aren't more people using AI-music generation tools?

Why hasn't AI-music "taken off"?



"Fake (AI) Ivan Illich"

“Prior to the Industrial Revolution, the structure of families and households … was the principal source of 
energy supply for our civilization.”

“The history of industrial technology is the history of the rejection of human scale.”

“The bureaucrat is the technical expert who carries out the organizational goals that he is supposed to 
serve.”

“It is the business of the future to be dangerous.” 

“If the bureaucrat is not a servant, he must be a master. If he is not a tool, he must be a monster.”

“The bureaucratic system is not an efficient one: It is based on the assumption that, if the task to be done 
is defined and all the steps of its execution are specified, its accomplishment will be assured. This 
assumption is false: it fails to take into account the  ingenuity, creativity, imagination, and improvisation 
that people will naturally bring to their own work.”

“The primary function of mass media is to divert our attention from important things.”

...as a ‘prank’ to L.M. Sacasas, @LMSacasas

I fed the model "GPT-3" a mere 4 to 8  examples of real Illich quotes, then had it generate 
365 Fake-Illich-a-Day quotes that are surprisingly plausible:

https://twitter.com/LMSacasas


AI Textual Helpers for Humans
https://www.sudowrite.com/

https://www.sudowrite.com/
https://www.sudowrite.com/


Interactive Narrative: “AI Dungeon”
https://play.aidungeon.io/

https://play.aidungeon.io/
https://play.aidungeon.io/main/home


My main question: 
"Why are we not all generating art all the time 

now?"



"Progressive 
Denoising 

Autoencoder" 
AKA

"Diffusion Model"

CLIP+...

"Curves & Categories, in the style of 
Wassily Kandinsky"

PLUG FOR TONIGHT'S TALK:

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1ZmbV272rWGgVkta7BvMh9Xp1E0aC-FRN/preview


"Progressive 
Denoising 

Autoencoder" 
AKA

"Diffusion Model"

CLIP+...

"Curves & Categories, in the style of 
Wassily Kandinsky"



One more plug:



Discussion 
Questions

What are the roles of…

● spontaneity & inspiration
● method & process
● purpose/intentionality & control
● communication
● emotion (joy, anguish,…)
● personal style

…in artistry?

(visual art, music, poetry, novels,...)

"Why are we not all 
generating art all the 

time now?"


